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Abstract� A closed formula is provided for selecting the smallest� ie� lean� bu�ering
necessary and su�cient to ensure the desired e�ciency of a serial production line with
exponential machines
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� INTRODUCTION

Production lines with unreliable machines usually contain in�process bu�ers intended to
decouple the machines and thereby reduce their mutual interference due to breakdowns�
In the modern manufacturing environment� the bu�ers should be as small as possible� i�e��
lean� But how lean can lean be� In other words� how small can in�process bu�ers be to
ensure the desired production rate of the overall system� The purpose of this paper is to
provide a quantitative answer to this question�

To accomplish this� we consider serial production lines with unreliable machines and ex�
ponentially distributed up� and downtime �see Section � for precise model and problem
formulation�� The capacity of the bu�er is quanti	ed in units of average downtime� For
instance� 
k�downtime bu�er� denotes the capacity of a bu�er capable of storing the num�
ber of parts produced or consumed during k average downtimes� The number k is referred
to as the Level of Bu�ering �LB�� The overall line e�ciency� E� is quanti	ed as the ratio
of the production rate of the line with LB equal to k to that of the line with in	nite LB�
The question addressed is How small can k be so that the desired line e�ciency E is
achieved� The smallest� i�e�� lean� k that guarantees E is denoted as kE and is referred to
as the Lean Level of Bu�ering �LLB��

In this paper� we develop a quantitative method for calculating lean level of bu�ering in
serial production lines with machines having exponentially distributed up� and downtime�
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More speci	cally� we derive a closed formula� which quanti	es LLB as a function of machine
e�ciency� line e�ciency� and the number of machines in the system�

The outline of this paper is as follows Section � describes the related literature� In Section
�� the model of production systems under consideration is introduced and the problem of
selecting LLB is formulated� The method of analysis is described in Section �� Sections
��� present the main results� The conclusions are formulated in Section �� Due to space
limitation� the proofs are omitted and can be found in ����

� RELATED LITERATURE

Bu�er capacity allocation in production lines has been studied quantitatively for over ��
years and numerous publications are available� The remarks below are intended to place
current research in the framework of this literature�

The literature on in�process bu�er capacity allocation can be classi	ed as shown in Figure
�� There are two di�erent formulations� Formulation � seeks the optimal allocation of an
a�priori given total bu�er capacity� N�� so that throughput is maximized� Formulation
� seeks the smallest N� and its allocation so that an a�priori given desired throughput
is achieved �if at all possible�� Each of these formulations may have two methods of
solution algorithmic and rule�based� Algorithmic methods lead to a computer code that
provides a solution to a corresponding formulation� Rule�based methods give simple rules
for either the best or good �i�e�� suboptimal� solution of each formulation� Representative
publications on the algorithmic and rule�based solutions of Formulation � include �������
and �������� respectively�
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Figure �� Classi	cation of literature on the bu�er capacity allocation problem�

Formulation � has received much less attention� In fact� only a few recent papers propose its
algorithmic solution �e�g�� ���� ����� Rule�based approaches have been discussed in ����������
Reference ���� associates bu�er capacity allocation with the average downtime and states
that bu�ering beyond 	ve downtime can hardly be justi	ed� Reference ���� also connects
bu�er allocation with downtime� It shows that one downtime bu�ering is su�cient to



regain about ��� of production losses if the downtime is deterministic� It suggests that
random �exponentially distributed� downtime may require twice this capacity to result in
comparable gains� Reference ���� provides an analytical expression for LLB in two�machine
lines and uses a numerical procedure to evaluate LLB in longer lines� The current paper
is intended to provide additional results in the direction established by ����������

� PROBLEM FORMULATION

��� Model

We consider serial production lines with M machines m�� � � � � mM � and M � � bu�ers
b�� � � � � bM��� Although the development reported here can be carried out using various
assumptions on the machines and bu�ers� and similar results can be obtained� we adopt
the so�called �ow model with deterministic processing time� where the material processed
is viewed as the �ow of a �uid and processing of one part requires a 	xed time �referred to
as the machine cycle time�� This model is appropriate when the average up� and downtime
of the machines are much larger than the cycle times� This often takes place in machining
and assembly lines in large volume manufacturing industries�

Speci	cally� we de	ne the production line under consideration by the following assumptions

�i�� Each machine mi� i � �� � � � �M � has two states up and down� When up� the machine
is capable of processing one part per cycle time� The cycle times of all machines are the
same�

�ii�� The up� and downtimes of each machine are random variables distributed exponen�
tially with breakdown and repair rates p and r� respectively� and independently of the
bu�er occupancy� Both p and r are in units of ���cycle time��

�iii�� Each bu�er is capable of storing N parts� � � N � �� The capacity N � � implies
that the amount of work produced during interval �t �in units of cycle time� is immediately
transferred to the subsequent machine� if it is up� The capacity N � � implies that the
work processed by a machine during �t is placed in the subsequent bu�er� if it is not full�

�iv�� Machine mi� i � �� � � � �M � is starved at time t if it is up at time t� bu�er bi�� is
empty at time t and mi�� does not place any work in this bu�er at time t� Machine m�

cannot be starved�

�v�� Machine mi� i � �� � � � �M � �� is blocked at time t if it is up at time t� bu�er bi is full
at time t and mi�� fails to take any work from this bu�er at time t� Machine mM cannot
be blocked�

Remarks�

� Assumptions �i���iii� imply that all machines are identical and all bu�ers are of equal
capacity� We make these assumptions in order to provide a compact characterization
of lean bu�ering�

� Assumption �ii� implies� in particular� that the time�dependent failures� rather than



the operation�dependent failures� are considered� Although the latter are� perhaps�
more prevalent in practice� the former lead to simpler analysis� Since for most prac�
tical values of machine and bu�er parameters the two failure modes exhibit similar
performance� we adopt here the simpler version�

� Assumption �ii� implies� in particular� that the average up� and downtime of the
machines are measured in units of cycle time� and the e�ciency of each machine in
isolation is e � r��r � p��

��� Parametrization and Problem Formulation

As it was mentioned in the Introduction� it is convenient to represent the bu�er capacity
in units of average downtime� This representation� referred to as the Level of Bu�ering
�LB� is de	ned by

k �
N

Tdown
� ���

Another normalization used in this work is referred to as the Line E�ciency� E� It is
introduced as follows Let PRk denote the production rate �i�e�� the average number of
parts produced by the last machine per cycle time� of the line when the level of bu�ering
is � � k ��� Let PR� denote the production rate of the same line with in	nite capacity
bu�ering� Then

E �
PRk

PR�
� ���

Obviously� � � E � �� The smallest LB necessary to ensure the desired E is referred to
as the Lean Level of Bu�ering �LLB� and denoted as kE�

The problem addressed in this work is Given the production line de�ned by assumptions
�i���v�� develop a method for calculating kE

A solution to this problem is given in Sections ����

� APPROACH

The analysis described in this work is based on a technique for production rate evaluation
developed in ���� This technique is applicable to serial lines de	ned by assumptions �i��
�v� even if the machines and bu�ers are non�identical� i�e�� each machine mi has up� and
downtime distributed exponentially with parameters pi and ri� respectively� i � �� � � � �M �
and each bu�er bi has the capacity Ni� i � �� � � � �M � �� Below� this technique is brie�y
outlined �see ��� for details��

In the case of two�machine lines� PR is calculated according to the following formula

PR � e����Q�p�� r�� p�� r�� N���
� e����Q�p�� r�� p�� r�� N���� ���



where ei� i � �� �� is the machine e�ciency�

ei �
ri

ri � pi
���

and function Q�p�� r�� p�� r�� N�� is given by

Q�p�� r�� p�� r�� N�� �

���
���e�������
���e��N� � if p�

r�
�� p�

r�
�

p��p��p���r��r��
�p��r����p��p���r��r���p�r��p��p��r��r��N��

� if p�
r�
� p�

r�
�

ei �
ri

pi � ri
� i � �� �� ���

� �
e���� e��

e���� e��
�

� �
�r� � r� � p� � p���p�r� � p�r��

�r� � r���p� � p��
�

Function Q�p�� r�� p�� r�� N�� is obtained from Q�p�� r�� p�� r�� N�� by replacing all quantities
with subscript � �respectively� �� by the similar quantities with subscript � �respectively�
���

For M � ��machine lines� PR is evaluated using an iterative aggregation procedure based
on �������� This procedure consists of the so�called backward and forward aggregation� In
the backward aggregation� the last two machines are aggregated in a single machine mb

M���
de	ned by parameters pbM�� and rbM��� Then mb

M�� is aggregated with mM�� to result in
mb

M��� which is then aggregated with mM�� to give m
b
M��� and so on until all the machines

are aggregated in mb
�� In the forward aggregation� m� is aggregated with mb

� to produce

mf
� � which is then aggregated with mb

� to give mf
� and so on until all the machines are

aggregated in mf
M � Then the process is repeated anew� Formally� this recursive procedure

can be represented as follows

pbi�s� �� �
p

��Q�pbi���s� ��� rbi���s� ��� pfi �s�� r
f
i �s�� Ni�

� � � i �M � ��

rbi �s� �� �
�

Q�pbi���s����rbi���s����pfi �s��r
f
i �s��Ni�

p
� �

r

� � � i �M � �� ���

pfi �s� �� �
p

��Q�pfi���s� ��� rfi���s� ��� pbi�s� ��� rbi �s� ��� Ni���
� � � i �M�

rfi �s� �� �
�

Q�pfi���s����rfi���s����pbi �s����rbi �s����Ni���

p
� �

r

� � � i �M�

with boundary conditions

pf��s� � p� rf� �s� � r� pbM�s� � p� rbM�s� � r� s � �� �� �� � � � ���



and initial conditions

pfi ��� � p� rfi ��� � r� i � �� � � � �M � �� ���

where function Q is de	ned by ����

Recursion ������� is convergent and the following limits exist

lims�� pfi �s� � p
f
i � lims�� pbi�s� � p

b
i �

lims�� rfi �s� � r
f
i � lims�� rbi �s� � r

b
i � i � �� � � � �M�

���

Using these limits� the estimate of PR� denoted as dPR� is introduced as follows

dPR�p�� r�� p�� r�� � � � � pM � rM � N�� N�� � � � � NM��� �
rfM

pfM � rfM
�

rb�
pb� � rb�

� efi ���Q�pbi��� r
b
i��� p

f
i � r

f
i � Ni�� � ebi�����Q�pfi � r

f
i � p

b
i��� r

b
i��� Ni��� ����

where

efi �
rfi

rfi � pfi
� ebi �

rbi
rbi � pbi

� i � �� � � � �M � �� ����

It is shown by examples that dPR provides an accurate estimate of PR �typically� within
���� Expressions �������� are used below for evaluating kE�

� LEAN BUFFERING IN TWO	MACHINE LINES

When p� � p� � p and r� � r� � r� expression ��� simpli	es to

Q�p�� r�� p�� r�� N�� � Q�p� r� N� �
�p

�p� r��� � �p� r�N �
�

Therefore� as it follows from ���� the equation that de	nes NE� i�e�� the lean bu�er capacity
necessary to ensure line e�ciency E� can be written as follows

PR � Ee � e���Q�p� r� NE���

Solving for NE results in

NE �

���
����e��E�e�

p���E�
� if e � E�

�� otherwise�
����

Since kE � NE�Tdown � rNE� we obtain
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Figure �� Lean level of bu�ering as a function of machine e�ciency�

Theorem �
���� In two�machine lines de	ned by assumptions �i���v�� the lean level of
bu�ering is given by

kE�M � �� �

���
�e�E�e�
��E � if e � E�

�� otherwise�
����

Figure �a shows the behavior of kE as a function of e for several values of E� From this
Figure and expression ���� we observe

� LLB is a quadratic function of e� increasing for e � ���E and decreasing for e � ���E�

� LLB does not depend explicitly on Tup and Tdown�

� If E � e� the lean system must contain bu�ering� For instance� if e � ���� and
E � ����� LLB is approximately � downtimes�

� If E � e� the lean system is just�in�time �JIT �� i�e�� no bu�ering is necessary� For
example� if e � ���� and E � ����� JIT is acceptable�

� LEAN BUFFERING IN THREE	MACHINE LINES

Since no closed formula for PR in three�machine lines is available� kE�M � �� cannot be
evaluated using arguments similar to those in Section �� However� based on the recursive
aggregation procedure �������� the following can be proved

Theorem �� In three�machine serial lines de	ned by assumptions �i���v�� the lean level of



bu�ering is given by

kE�M � �� �

�������
�e�e

p
E������

p
E����e

p
E�e
p
E

���
p
E�

h
e
p
E���e�e

p
E�����e����

p
E����e

p
E�

i ln� ��e
p
E

���e����
p
E�

�
� if e �

p
E�

�� otherwise�

����

Figure �b shows the behavior of kE�M � �� as a function of e for various E� From this
Figure and ���� we observe

� Although kE�e� is not quadratic� its qualitative behavior is quite similar to a parabola�

� LLB again is independent of Tup and Tdown explicitly�

� If
p
E � e� a lean system must be bu�ered� For example� if e � ���� and E � �����

LLB is roughly �� If e � ���� and E � ����� LLB is close to �� note that for M � ��
this case required no bu�ering�

� If
p
E � e� lean system is JIT � Since

p
E � E� the region of e�s where JIT is

acceptable is smaller than that for M � ��

 LEAN BUFFERING IN M � �	MACHINE LINES

Unlike the two� and three�machine cases� no exact closed formula for kE�M � �� can be
derived� However� based on the recursive aggregation procedure �������� the following can
be proved

Theorem �� In M � ��machine serial lines de	ned by assumptions �i���v�� the lean level
of bu�ering is given by

kE�M � �� �

���
e���Q��eQ���e��eQ����e����Q�

Q��e��eQ�eQ��Q���
ln
�
E�eE�eEQ���e��eQ�eQ��Q

���e�Q�eQ��E���

�
� if e � E

�

M�� �

�� otherwise�

����

where Q � Q�p� r� N�M� is the steady�state probability that bu�er bM�� is empty�

Using recursive aggregation procedure �������� function Q can be evaluated as follows

Q�p� r� N�M� � Q�pfM��� r
f
M��� p

b
M��� r

b
M��� N�� ����

Its typical behavior is shown in Figure �a by the solid lines� In order to derive an approxi�
mate but closed analytic expression for this function� we analyzed its behavior �using �����
for numerous values of e� E� andM � As a result� we arrived at the following approximation

bQ � �� E
�

�

�
���M��M���

M��
�
�

�
E

�

�

�
���M��M���

M��
�
� E

M��
M��

�
e
�
�
E

�
M��

�e
��E

�
� ����
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Figure �� Illustration of Q�e� and kE�M��

For M � �� this expression provides exact probability that bu�er bM�� �i�e�� b�� is empty�
For M � �� the accuracy of this approximation is shown in ��� to be within �� �see dashed
lines in Figure �a for an illustration�� Since this accuracy is acceptable in most practical
cases� we conclude that ����� ���� provide a closed �however� approximate� formula for
LLB in M � ��machine case� Note that for M � �� expressions ����� ���� coincide with
�����

Expressions ����� ���� de	ne �approximate� kE as a function of all three variables e� E�
andM � For a 	xedM � this function is qualitatively similar to those forM � � and �� Solid
lines in Figure �c show this function for M � ��� the dashed lines� which almost overlay
with the solid lines� show the values of kE calculated according to recursive procedure
������� and ����� Obviously� LLB increased and the area of JIT operation decreased in
comparison with the M � � case� For instance� if E � ����� the smallest e that ensures
this E in JIT regime is �������

Expressions ����� ���� allow us to investigate the behavior of LLB as a function of M �
This behavior is illustrated in Figure �b where the exact values of kE� calculated using
recursive procedure �������� are also shown �dashed lines�� From this Figure and additional
calculations ���� we conclude

� Expressions ����� ���� provide a characterization of LLB with accuracy within ���

� LLB is a monotonically increasing function of M �

� However� the rate of increase is exponentially decreasing� leveling o� at about M �
��� Thus� LLB necessary for M � �� is practically acceptable for any M �



� CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides closed formulas ����� ���� and ����� ���� for selecting lean level of
bu�ering in serial lines with identical machines� If the machines are not identical� these
formulas can be used to establish the lower and upper bounds of lean bu�ering by cal�
culating kE for e�ciencies� e� de	ned by the best and the worst machine in the system�
respectively�
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